
Hospital call centers are playing a critical role in their
organization’s response to the coronavirus crisis.
1Call's Solutions Architecture team has been busy
working with customers to help them use their software
solutions to best handle the challenges surrounding
COVID-19 calls.

State University of New York (SUNY) Upstate Medical
University leveraged their call center software to provide
flexibility and enable their organization to respond
quickly to the COVID-19 crisis to support their
communities while keeping their staff safe.

"We played an immediate role in the hospital’s corporate
response to the coronavirus pandemic," explains Shelley
White, Director of Patient Access Services for SUNY
Upstate Medical University.
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Customizable Call Center Software



"A COVID-19 hotline was established and we took calls from multiple counties in our
area. Within two weeks, our call volume drastically increased, and we needed more
space in our call centers to work while practicing social distancing. We set-up
additional remote operator workstations so more of our agents could work from home.
This kept our staff safe while serving the community."

Running a call center in a virtual server environment, or in the cloud, gives hospitals the
ability to use remote operators. These tools are scalable and offer fully functioning call
handling to transform any personal computer into a professional telephone agent
station. 

"We were able to redistribute existing staff from other departments and tap into their
skills to cross-train them to work for the switchboard," states Shelley. "In our situation,
patient access staff and medical answer teams were trained on easy calls and were
then able to work from home as remote operators. These staff members are now even
more valuable to our organization."

Shelley’s team also assisted staff within the hospital. SUNY Upstate Medical University
is the only ACS-certified Level I Trauma Center in the region and serves about 1.7
million people and 28 referral hospitals. Shelley says, "During this coronavirus crisis,
our ER registration is short-staffed, but we are able to help by watching our track board,
which is tied into the EMR system with Epic. When a COVID-19 patient is admitted, we
can call the patient to register them and verify insurance information over the phone.
This process would normally be done in-person by ER staff, but we can do it remotely
and ease some of their workloads."

Call centers in every industry have been affected by the pandemic. In healthcare,
communication setbacks can mean life or death. Shelley was able to use her call
center’s software to quickly adjust to an unpredictable environment, "Our software has
given us so much flexibility to keep up with this ever-changing COVID-19 crisis. We
were able to smooth workflow peaks and valleys and went from being overwhelmed
with calls at the beginning of this situation, to having improved call metrics."

Virtual Call Centers and Remote Operators
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Establishing nurse triage centers and using a customized script to triage
calls.
Creating navigation menus where the caller is directed to additional
resources regarding COVID-19, including vaccination information.
Establishing on-call shifts for COVID-19 volunteer pools.
Playing a tone or song on their hospital’s overhead whenever a COVID-19
patient is released.

Hospital call center managers had to adapt quickly when COVID-19 began to
spread and their call centers experienced a sharp increase in calls while pivoting
their workforce to work remotely. As the pandemic lingers, call center leadership
is continuing to discover innovative ways to use their contact center software to
support their staff and communities.

Since many agents are working from home, it is crucial for them to have access
to the IT support they would normally use when working in the call center.
Jennie McWhorter, Information Services Operations Manager for Ephraim
McDowell Health in Danville, KY explains how they have used their system to
support their IT needs while working from home, "We have entered a 'Telehealth
Support Hotline' in the call center software that allows the operators to connect
to our Help Desk directly," says Jennie. "This is very important as our main Help
Desk line is usually a voicemail-only system that creates a ticket in our Help
Desk software."

Contact centers are also using their software to assist with:
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Thinking "Outside the Box" and Using
Contact Center Software in New Ways
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Shelley is confident in her team and their ability to serve the community,
"SUNY Upstate Medical University is doing well during this COVID-19
crisis. We've been a community leader in so many ways, making
everyone very proud. Our ability to rapidly adjust our call centers was
instrumental in that response."



New information about COVID-19, vaccinations, hospital visitation rules, facility hours,
and more are constantly changing during the pandemic. It is imperative that call center
agents have the most up-to-date information to give to callers.

Pre-programed call flow scripts can be created or updated by call center managers to
write customized scripts for any type of call. User-friendly call scripting tools give staff
with limited or no IS experience the ability to program.

After programming, the system automatically detects call flow and determines the
scripting options for operators based on the entered protocols. Updates are made
instantaneously to the system so both in-house and remote operators have the most
current information to advise callers. All the agent has to do is read the prompts and
follow the script.

"Operator scripting has many benefits," says Carolyn Sonnefeld, System Analyst II for
The Cleveland Clinic. "Not only does it reduce errors, but it can also automate the
process, and give the calls a personal feel. It enhances the ability to put a protocol in
place. 1Call’s call center agent scripting elements make the process versatile so that
any scenario can be done easily. You are creating a path that the operator has no
choice but to follow.

"Scripting has taken a lot of the thought process away from the operators and can be
done more efficiently with fewer keystrokes. There was a time when it could be very
strenuous for an operator to make so many decisions. Now, all the operator must do is
follow the script. Because of this, training can be reduced and operators can start being
productive much sooner. Not only can training times be reduced, but call talk times as
well.

"One of the greatest things about scripting is the operator sees something that looks
very simple, all the work is done behind the scenes for them. Operator scripting can
really improve communications of a hospital as well, emergency calls take seconds to
complete. Other resources and products can also be integrated into 1Call’s operator
scripting."
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The Importance of Operator Scripting
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Main numbers
Code calls
On-call scheduling
Paging
Nurse triage
Physician referrals
Physician-to-physician referrals
Physician answering services
Consultations
Scheduling
Admissions/Pre-registration
Patient information
Patient transport
Class/training registrations
Help desk
Patient satisfaction surveys

Call flow navigation effortlessly guides agents through each call with a
customized script. Training time is reduced because protocols can be
built into navigation scripts to remove the guesswork. Operators simply
fill in the caller’s responses and the script automatically navigates to
the next appropriate question. This is ideal when deciding which
department or physician should receive calls, determining if calls are
urgent, handling code calls, staffing, automatic age calculations, and
more. 

Handling calls quickly and correctly is of utmost importance, especially
if they are concerning COVID-19. But, operators receive numerous other
types of calls. Scripting is also perfect for:
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